One of the purposes of this paper is to answer the following three questions:
(1) What groups G with G 1 = 0 are direct summands of all groups containing them as high subgroups?
(2) If G is a I'-group, are all high subgroups of G endomorphic images of G (see [3] and [4] )?
(3) If G is a torsion J-group, is every subgroup of G a I'-group (see [3] )? The answer is affirmative to (2) and negative to (3). However an affirmative answer can be given to (3) when | G 1 | ^ ^0 All groups in this paper will be assumed to be additively written abelian groups. For the most part, the notation and terminology of [2] will be followed. If G is a group, G t will denote the torsion subgroup of G and G 1 the subgroup of elements of infinite height, that is, G 1 = Π~=i ^G. A torsion group is said to be closed if each p-primary component is a closed p-group (see [2] , pp. 114-117). A mixed abelian group is said to split if it decomposes into a direct sum of a torsion and torsion free group. By the w-adic topology on the group G, we shall mean the topology defined by taking as neighborhoods of 0 the subgroups nG for each positive integer n. A subgroup H of G is said to be a high subgroup if H is maximal in G with respect to H Π G 1 = 0. If H is a high subgroup of G, then H is pure in G and G/H is divisible (see [3] ). If all high subgroups of G are direct sums of cyclic groups, then G is said to be a I'-group. If one high subgroup of G is a direct sum of cyclic groups, then all high subgroups of G are isomorphic and G is a J-group (see [4] Proof. Let T + F be a high subgroup of G where Γ is torsion and F is torsion free. Let D be minimal divisible containing G 1 and let K be the amalgamated sum of G and D over G 1 
. Then if JΓ = H+ D, we may assume that Gf]H= T + F. Then iϊ/(Γ + F) = H/(HΠ G) = {H, G}/G = K/G s D/G

. Therefore since DIG is torsion and (T+F)/T is a torsion free pure subgroup of H/T, H/T=M/T + (T+F)/T
for some subgroup M of £Γ. Hence H=M+F where Λf is necessarily a torsion group since Λf/Γ is torsion, that is, H splits and H=G/G\ 
. If G is a Σ-group, then every high subgroup of G is an endomorphic image of G. More generally, if the high subgroup H of G splits and the torsion subgroup of His a direct sum of cyclic groups, then H is an endomorphic image of G.
Proof. If H -T + F where T is torsion and F is torsion free,, then G/G 1 = M + F where M is torsion and contains Γ as a pure subgroup. If T is a direct sum of cyclic groups, then T is a basic subgroup of M and therefore an endomorphic image of M. Clearly then if T is a direct sum of cyclic groups, H is an endomorphic image of G.
Requiring a I'-group to have at most countably many elements of infinite height imposes severe restrictions on the structure of the group.
is a direct sum of cyclic groups. 
Proof. If H = T + F is a high subgroup of G and if F is free and T is a torsion direct sum of cyclic groups, then G/G 1 ~ M + F where Mis a torsion direct sum of cyclic groups provided |
G 1 | ^ ^0 Indeed, M/T ~ DIG 1 ,
